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In this digital era, technology is evolving each day,
and blockchain attracts more and more curious
minds in to  the vacuum. Almost every industry is
now being positively influenced by blockchain
technology, benefitted by its transparent, secure
nature. As a decentralized digital ledger, Blockchain
is a way to verify and record every transaction
over an encrypted, secure platform.

It provides businesses with much-needed
transparency. And now blockchain has its
occupancy in almost every industry in various
forms utilizing various protocols. Blockchain
technology aims to reduce transactional friction by
democratizing oversight over digital assets.



In the 21st century, the Project, Art, Tech, and
Travel industry is highly benefited by leveraging
the underlying potential of blockchain technology
to create a new way of project creation and
stake holding. It supports the worldwide network
of the audience, visitors, and travelers. It
provides an excellent opportunity for all the
stakeholders of the new way of business,
consisting of small and independent collectors,
traditional investors, modern-day internet-
based trading platforms and many more. 

Rexy Club is all about combining all
this different people and stake
holders with blockchain technology
by issuing collectibles in the form of
NFTs (non-fungible tokens) and giving
them a say and give value to the
NFTs issued. Anyone can become the
coproducers of large international
projects by owning the NFTs and
profit by the success of the project.
Yes, as simple as that!



Having said that, let’s have a quick glance at the
outlook of the NFT market trend as well. The
market for NFTs has skyrocketed in recent
times, as some buyers have speculated that the
value of their NFTs could appreciate in value. 

Somewhere in the mid of March ‘21, a piece of
digital artwork by Mike Winkelmann, the digital
artist known as Beeple, was sold for an eye-
watering $69.3 million by auction house
Christie’s. It’s the most significant price paid
for an NFT to date. This describes the craze
and size of the NFT market.



An NFT (Non-fungible token) provides a method of
authentication for pieces of digital content based on
blockchain technology. NFT allows you to   buy and sell
ownership of unique digital items. NFTs are blockchain
tokens representing an individual digital item. NFT can
mean almost anything like art, graphics, music, videos,
images, etc., and in our case, hand drawn Art! 

The Sales  of digital non-fungible tokens soared to
more than $2 billion in the first quarter of 2022. Also,
there is a huge customer attraction and momentum
being built on the trending NFT platforms like OpenSea,
NBA TopShot, etc., So why not disrupt  the million dollar
industry by utilizing the trends of modern technology?



Rexy Club is working with an part of the
ATROMG8 ecosystem especially with its
own NFT trading Platform and Metaverse
as well known as the METAG8. ATROMG8
can be considered a revolutionary new
project platform in  the Blockchain and
Ecosystem industry that supports
projects and startups with new ideas and
interesting concepts to gain traction and
bring more value to the market.



The Rexy Club team have chosen Dubai to build the island
of your dreams. Dubai is located in the United Arab
Emirates on the Persian Gulf. Dubai is home to some of
the most impressive buildings in the world, from the
biggest to the best. This industry gives us the confidence
to build exactly how we want to with the experience and
knowledge it brings.

Dubai has nice weather almost all year and rarely drops
below 15 degrees at night. Dubai is located at the heart of
the world and can be reached in a short time by most. The
tourism industry is well developed and service is very
important. Professional staff are well trained and the
variety of offers are overwhelming. From the beach,
recreation and shopping to culture, art or simply an
adventure trip into the desert, all this is possible in Dubai. 



The most popular cities in the Arab Emirates among
international traveler’s are Dubai and Abu Dhabi. In 2019,
Dubai ranked as the 7th most popular city in the world
with 16.33 million tourists. Abu Dhabi ranked 94th with 2.57
million tourists. On average, each of the tourists who
arrived in 2020 spent about 3000 USD. During the Covid
Epoch the Numbers dropped but are already back up and
on its best way to reach new heights.

However, Dubai is also famous for its business traveler’s,
conferences, and exhibitions. 

More and more people are moving to Dubai because
there is no income or wealth tax and the VAT is only 5%. 

Here in Dubai we see the optimal location for our multi-layered
members and community structures for our first project.



Rexy Club is a tribute to how we were as
children that we should not forget. Problems
with our friends were never a problem for
more than an hour. We played together, we
designed together, we made projects
together. It was a life full of compromise and
without anyone in the group thinking that
they would be disadvantaged. Children do
not call for war and children do not know
colour or differences among themselves.
Children only want fun and joy and the
bigger the gang the bigger the adventure. 

As children we had dreams of what we
would become one day. Our Rexy is a
mirror of this time, dreams and wishes.
Rexy Club shows us many situations in
life, and everyone will recognise
themselves in one way or another. That's
why there is not only original artwork,
but also copies, posters and postcards.
These are available to the community
depending on their budget. This allows
everyone to create a collection and
collect their favourite Rexy’s

EACH NFT IS HANDMADE, DESIGNED IN HOURS OF WORK AND THEN MODIFIED IN THE TEAM
UNTIL THE WORK IS LIKED BY ALL. 

With our project Rexy Club, we want to tie in with this image and create a technology-
based vacation and social project that lets everyone participate and gives everyone a voice.
Like back then only with the knowledge of today.............

P A B L O  P I C A S S O

EVERY CHILD IS AN ARTIST. 
THE PROBLEM IS HOW TO REMAIN AN ARTIST ONCE HE GROWS UP



- Social media
- Messenger
- Communication
- Video Call
- Project Education Environment

C O M M U N I T Y  B U I L D I N G



Antwort

- events 

- Hackathlons

- meetings

- Exhibition

- Real RESORT Project Structures

- HOLIDAYS

O F F L I N E



MARKET WHAT?

- Our own NFT Market Place

- metaversum (METAG8)

- showroom 

M A R K E T  A N D  D I G I T A L  E N V I R O N M E N T  

- Crypto Buy and Sell

- Payment with Bank Cards

- Swaps and Trades

- All Private Keys are with Users

- NFTs collection space

W A L L E T



LOLA WHO?

Tokyo BABE

NON OF YOUR BUSINESS



WHO?

LUKE MABBOTT

CO-FOUNDER REXY CLUB 
NFT ARTIST/ DESIGNER 

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETER



WHO?

CO-FOUNDER REXY CLUB
NFT ARTIST/ DESIGNER

TECH & CRYPTO 
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WHO?

Jorge Sebastiao

CYBERSECURITY / ECOSYSTEM

Former CTO of Huawei – Ecosystem Mena Region. Seasoned CTO, with

blockchain, AI, IoT, cyber security, managed services, cloud computing,

big data, and ICT innovation professional focused on business value;

brings experience, creativity, structure, motivation, & agility. Over 30

years of ICT experience, covering, innovation, architecture as well as

risk management, compliance, auditing, certification, business

continuity, & disaster recovery. Served sectors include Telecom, Oil &

Gas, Financial, Government, Defense, HealthCare, & Education



WHO?

William Nonnis

Full Stack & Blockchain Developer at the Ministry of Defence. For

about twenty years he has been involved in software

development, websites and Web Applications, since 2012 he has

been studying, designing and developing Blockchain and the main

characteristics of Cryptocurrency. Recognized as one of the Top

10 Influencer Blockchain Developers for MondoCrypto, he defines

himself as à Blockchain Purist”.



WHO?

 

Co-Founder and president of EvoDigitale. Co- Founder of Blockchain Elite the

largest Italian Blockchain Education project in technology. Co-Founder and

president of BIoTAI, a company that deals with the analysis and development

of new technologies. Committee Member Pontificia Academia Mariana

Internationalis -  Vatican Cit. He, is an expert in OOP client, server and

relational database languages. UX and UI designer. Consultant and trainer,

he has been dealing for several years with Blockchain technology, IoT, AI,

cryptography and digital habitat, and interactions with humans.
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WHO?

Born and raised in the heart of the Brazilian Amazon forest, Daniel grew

up in a multicultural environment developing an interest for new

cultures and their socio-economic mechanisms. This interest led Daniel

to pursue a degree in International Relations & Politics at the University

of Aberdeen, in Scotland. Upon finishing his degree, he moved to

Switzerland to work for an international organisation (Initiatives of

Change International) where he became acquainted with environmental

protection and conservation projects.  Later on, Daniel decided to

migrate into the financial sector helping Swiss FinTech startupS

DANIEL DE SOUZA



SPECIAL THANKS TO THE
OUTSTANDING TEAM
WORKING ON THIS
PROJECT ALL OVER THE
WORLD 


